Thomas caught the ball, Hayden made four yards around Harris, then Underwood and Thomas each gained a yard through the line. Hayden tried right end and made five yards. Thomas made three yards through tackle, and Underwood forced Brigham for a yard. After a short gain by Hayden, Underwood made ten yards, but lost the ball to Allen. The ball was now on Worcester’s 5-yard line, and Cunningham dropped back for a punt. Mansfield then made the star play of the game by breaking through and stopping the kick. Hayden was pushed through tackle, and Technology scored the first touchdown of the game.

Underwood kicked a very pretty goal. Rawson caught Cunningham’s kick-off, and made eight yards. Thomas made eight yards, Underwood three; Thomas then made four more through Brigham, and Hayden five. Harris made a foul tackle of Hayden, and ten more yards were added. Rawson injured his chest and gave up, Swift taking his place. Short gains forced the ball gradually down to Worcester’s 1-yard line. Time was nearly up, and the excitement was intense. Just as Technology was putting the ball in play, Brigham struck McCormick in the face. During the delay caused by this disgraceful act time was called.

The preventing of the last run when there was sufficient time to make a touchdown is a trick never resorted to by college players, and Worcester should think twice before repeating the experiment.

The teams lined up as follows: Technology, —rushers, Ames, Coburn, Le Moins, Manahan, McCormick, Van Horn, Rawson (Swift); quarter back, Thomas (Mansfield); half backs, Hayden, Rockwell; full back, Underwood. Worcester,—rushers, Ware, Smith, Brigham, Riley, Davis, Leland, Harris; quarter back, Warren; half backs, Mayo, Allen; full back, Cunningham. Score, M. I. T., 6; W. P. I., 0. Touchdown, Hayden; goal, Underwood. Time, two 20-minute halves. Umpire, Simonds; referee, Gordon.